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The Drayer

Current
Hitlist

1) Letter changes for on the wordmark
2) Cameo changes to bring towards brand
3) Menu mock-up, hamburger style
4) Website mockup / theme pickout



The Drayer

Wordmark
This suffered the issue that I approached it without your 
input.  

Alas. My bad. I should’ve asked which you liked at onset. 





The Drayer

Your preference was for a different D, one made of fewer 
gestures. 

Then too, the ‘rayer’ you liked, as described ‘had more space 
between the letters’. Wider set. 

Neither version had a ‘the’ associated, so I pulled the one 
closest in weight and would make efforts to marry sizing.







The Drayer

Putting everything on a baseline and equalizing the angles 
doesn’t really solve everything though.

Weight between angles can vary, not all letters deserve or 
warrant equal width, and homogeny just generally doesn’t 
solve aesthetics. It’s great for computers and data and theory. 

I’ll proceed using two versions that I walked away to show 
how they might work, rather than zone in with an aha. 



O: 1



O: 2
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And because all things are due investigation:



O: 3
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Cameo
The cameo per critique wasn’t matching the brand of the D. 

I’ve mentioned what you suggested, adding more detail, re-us-
ing elements from the D, etc.

I also needed to make sure my brushes were the same as I 
was using on the D, and that my mode of creation matched 
similar sentiments—the old woodcutter needed summoning.
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Menu
Setting out to do a menu, there are a few things I’ll just list 
real quick that help summarize, in my searchings, what I found 
I liked in a menu.



The Drayer

I like good typography and I like good margins.

I don’t necessarily mean I like a good font by those two 
things. I mean I like a well-established hierarchy—this is sub-
ject to that—and I like a diversity between the levels of the 
hierarchy. 





The Drayer

I like a bit of character and image, but not much. 

Much like monsters in the seas of maps, they don’t serve a 
purpose except to excite. 





The Drayer

I love good paper. 

I think it’s very important to pick a stock and color or mix of 
colors that feels right as rain. 





The Drayer

Our
Basic
Delimiters

1) You are changing parts frequently and so needs to be both 
easy to edit and easy to print.

2) You have different sections, including Pris Fixe, A La Carte, 
Beer,  Wine, Cocktails





seabass crudo w/ �nger limes, citrus oil, 
petites grapefruit & green peppercorn
gin cordial 

curried squash brodo, pomegranate, brown 
butter, walnuts, juniper, petit kales
chanterelle corn whiskey, 
grenadine, verjus, saline

ragu bianco, rye cavatelli, chanterelles, goats 
milk curd & fennel pollen
olive oil sour, rye gin, citrus , & egg 
white 

porchetta, salt baked roots, fermented apple 
mustard, blueberry jam
smoked old fashioned, bourbon, 
scotch, tobacco, cacao

tarte tatin w/ rosemary caramel, brandied 
sultana glacé
calvadas, px sherry, rosemary
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Site
If I break down Cosmé’s site, it’s not a difficult site with much 
hubbub.

Most restaurants follow a similar pattern.



The Drayer

Site

A background shift to an off-white. 
A monochromatic choice of blue. 
Placement of things is the most dramatic choice.

At top, you’ve got logo, and a reservation maker.
Is this something we want on site?

A contact form for emails and a phone number;
A location link 

Then,
A pattern graphic using their logo
The text explaining their restaurant: 

This answers:  What is Cosme, literally.  Then, what is the goal 
and means of their food and what is the goal and means of 
their beverage.

Please answer those same questions.
Then there is a bio of the chef, and a listing of other staff,
and some small written notes about the space itself.

There is one image of their bar.
The menus are uploaded as Microsoft Word documents.
Hours of operation and a help box for people looking for an  
to get more details or to inquire about working there.

Press and Reviews as listed in major magazines, etc.
Facebook, Instagram, Twitter, Designer’s website. 

Out.  A single page affair.
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Squarespace

I’ve looked at squarespace templates, but don’t want to 
repeat the wordmark issue of not touching base with you 
before doing work:

Please have a look at the themes available:

Click me!: https://www.squarespace.com/templates

And consider how you see the Drayer fitting into that 
system. 

I’ve done similar, and my highlights are:



Woo.

Alright. 

Getting somewhere, it seems like :)



The Drayer

Light
  highs

Keene - I don’t think it’s just the main font that drew me, and 
admittedly it’s a dental service they have previewed. I like the 
vertical height. Ignore the green and there’s just a nice sim-
plicity to the whole thing. Images don’t dominate every space. 
Seems to provide a simple one or two column design.

Brine - a good example of how their preview designs can 
typecast a site to a particular style — I like the Parallax 
scrolling (where the image seems to move up even as you 
scroll down) and the nice bars that run across horizontally. 
Has a three column layout with images in addition to the 
more basic one and two. It’s designed as a shop, but it doesn’t 
have to have purchasable products, I imagine.

Some of the Entertainment and Media seem like they have the 
simplicity of display, but it’s hard to see through the current 
content to what a restaurant might look like in their various 
settings.

Jaunt - I like the columned layout. Most restaurant site 
options (in the Food & Drink section) rely on a full-bleed big 
landing image. I’m not saying that isn’t eye-catching, but some-
thing like this can be really cool too. Reminds me of The Great 
Discontent, which is hip and beautiful.


